This article investigates how US maker culture af rms values of self-reliance and personal responsibility through its increasing convergence with future-oriented preparation in order to construct a US maker identity differentiated from other making cultures worldwide as an ideological project of white American exceptionalism. I argue that the convergence of contemporary making with apocalyptic preparation in the US articulates making practices as vital for individual survival for apocalyptic futures as well as constructs nonwhite and non-Western geographies as simultaneously premodern and post-apocalyptic sites of ruin. US maker culture, while drawing inspiration from these geographies, suggests that such locales will be unaffected by apocalypse and, thus, cannot prepare for it. Consequently, US maker culture excludes the nonwhite inhabitants of these non-Western geographies from the idealized subjecthood rooted in the do-ityourself (DIY) ideology and preparatory logic that maker culture endorses. 
I highlight core af nities that discussions of making share with contemporary American popular media concerning survivalism and doomsday preparation through mainstream prepper culture-including magazines, television programs, and survival guides. In so doing, I discuss the rise of prepper and survivalist cultures as responses to contemporary crises in white masculinity, expressed through conservative gender politics, racism and xenophobia, and paramilitary practices. US maker culture, in its increasing incorporation of prepper logics, looks forward toward an impending apocalypse to validate individual self-reliance and personal responsibility expressed through preparation to survive disaster. Central to this convergence of maker and preparatory culture in the US is imagining nonwhite and non-Western geographies as simultaneously premodern and post-apocalyptic sites of survival, ruined locales where the skills of making have always been part of daily life, since the racialized inhabitants are believed to have never undergone modern industrialization. US maker culture, while identifying nonwhite and non-Western geographies as teeming with making, suggests that such locations, in never having become modern but already imagined as post-apocalyptic, will be unaffected by future apocalypse and, thus, cannot prepare for it. Consequently, US maker culture ultimately excludes the nonwhite inhabitants of non-Western geographies from the idealized DIY subjecthood of self-reliant makers rooted in the preparatory logic it endorses.
Crafting DIY Futures
Contemporary advocacy of making practices, hand-made crafts, and DIY attitudes continue a history of cultural responses bemoaning modern industrialization, often blamed for causing mass consumption, devalued labor, and over-reliance on technology.
Discussions since the late eighteenth century have sought to address perceived socioeconomic, environmental, and moral problems attributed to industrialization by advocating returns to handicraft and manual expertise as idealized work. For example, proponents of the Arts and Crafts Movement, which began in late nineteenth-century England before spreading to the US, argued that a return to handicraft would enable socioeconomic reforms needed to mitigate the perceived societal degeneracy blamed on industrialization.
In the early twenty-rst century, similar responses to modern industrialization include Peter Korn's suggestion that the reduction of craftwork in a mass-produced world has resulted in widespread yearnings for ful llment that its return will satisfy. Matthew Crawford, similarly, argues that "the disappearance of tools from our common education is the rst step toward a wider ignorance of the world of artifacts we inhabit, " coordinating the loss of handicraft in US schools with a future of technological ignorance.
Within this context, Chris Anderson, former editor-in-chief of Wired magazine, celebrates contemporary makers-and the maker movement-as the driving force for a new industrial revolution, informed by traditions of craft and advances in computing technologies, expected to transcend the pitfalls of conventional industrial production through individual entrepreneurial practices.
Maker culture is centrally informed by midcentury American do-it-yourself (DIY). Use of the term "DIY" to describe individual and private leisure practices of construction, fabrication, and repair, Steve Gelber demonstrates, initially emerged in the early twentieth century before reaching widespread popularity in the US by the 1950s. DIY as a practice of private and individual home maintenance largely for white suburban middle-class men advanced a model of masculinity rooted in traditions of manual labor, "distinct from the arena of alienation that was the modern workplace. " DIY aligned with key values in Cold War America, including individualism, capitalist enterprise, the signi cance of the home, and fear of external threats. For example, the US celebration of DIY abroad championed images of the individual ingenuity of the citizens of capitalist America against constructions of the racialized and uniform others engaged in mass industrial manufacture in communist China. Drawing on this history, I use DIY throughout this article to designate an ideology of making and crafting rooted in American individualism that values autonomy, personal responsibility, and capitalist success. I do not characterize all practices identi ed as making and crafting as rehearsing the logics that American DIY suggests in the imperative to "do it yourself"; rather, I look at the pervasiveness of DIY as an ideology that underpins the justi cation for making, crafting, and similar practices throughout contemporary US culture as individualistic responses to shifting sociomaterial conditions, often linking together work ethic and moral well-being.
In contrast to midcentury DIY, communal groups throughout US history-including the Oneida Community in the mid-nineteenth century and the counterculture in the 1960s-have also practiced craftwork as part of collective, rather than individualist, living in rejection of modern industrial capitalism and its perceived detrimental effects. This distinction, between individualist and capitalist DIY on the one hand and more communal and anti-capitalist movements on the other, is particularly visible in the transformation of the Arts and Crafts Movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries from England to the US. The American manifestation of the Arts and Crafts Movement departed signi cantly in ideological commitments from its anti-capitalist English origins, which were in uenced primarily by socialist William Morris. As T. J. Jackson Lears demonstrates, US Arts and Crafts leaders held an "implicit acceptance of modern work conditions, combined with their individualist and idealist assumptions. " Participants in the movement were mainly af uent white Americans who turned to Arts and Crafts ideology as an expression of class and racial anxieties, since fear of "proliferating socialists, anarchists, and immigrants energized the craft revival. " Consequently, US Arts and Crafts enabled these af uent participants to blame particular classed and racialized subjects within capitalism as what was harming society rather than capitalism itself. Moreover, US Arts and Crafts ideology drew heavily on moral frameworks from Puritan tradition, such as the moral value of hard work, and from perfectionism, which "sustained the delusion that social problems were entirely soluble through individual moral betterment. " US Arts and Crafts ideology, which focused on individualistic work ethic and tacit acceptance of modern capitalism, provided an important foundation for the rise of DIY ideology in the US in the following century.
US maker culture represents a contemporary version of the American individualist ideology of craft that routes through the US Arts and Crafts Movement and midcentury DIY. Like these predecessors, maker culture, rather than seeking to reject it completely, imagines itself as a means to reform the problems of current industrial capitalist production. Contemporary maker culture responds partly to the decline of manufacturing labor in the US resulting from the relocation of domestic manufacturing jobs to cheaper locations such as countries in Asia and Latin America as well as the rise of computing work beginning in the twentieth century. In his 2012 book Makers: The New Industrial Revolution, for example, Anderson argues that "real countries make stuff, " suggesting a nation's legitimacy depends on its manufacturing industries. Consequently, Anderson constructs a crisis in US manufacturing as congruent with a crisis in US nationhood. To position makers as the potential for a new industrial revolution, Anderson depicts China as a competing manufacturing force that the US must surpass, echoing American constructions of competition between US and Chinese manufacturing industries during While making is imagined as the collective engine for a US-based industrial revolution that preempts increasing industrial domination by China, it is also imagined as individual preparation. In addition to preemption, Ben Anderson notes that preparation offers another kind of anticipatory logic, one that braces for an undesirable future and acts to mitigate its expected consequences rather than attempting to circumvent its arrival. In asserting why adults must train children in making skills, for example, maker culture gurehead Tim O'Reilly writes, "One of the best pieces of advice I ever received when my kids were young was this: 'Your job as a parent is to prepare your children for their future. ' For their future, not the one that you grew into-that's their past. " O'Reilly further explains that the unknown details of the future should direct parents to raise their children to acquire making practices, framed as versatile expertise for diverse future conditions. For makers, making describes practices that not only can preempt futures but are necessary practices that prepare for unknown futures.
This incorporation of preparatory logic also reveals contemporary making's operation as infestation, and weathering through nuclear winter. These disaster scenarios challenge readers to propose solutions for how to respond based on materials at hand. In one particular scenario, readers are tasked with evacuating their wife and children after an 
Makers and Preppers
Arguments advocating making skills as preparation for surviving disasters highlight both the preparatory logics that lurk among contemporary maker culture and its increasing convergence with US prepper culture through shared commitments to self-reliance and like China as wholly alien and threatening. While watching these documentaries in their homes, US citizens were also charged to build, though rarely executed, home fallout shelters, which were part of "an ideologically charged national do-it-yourself project that permeated America's post-war consciousness. " Defense from foreign enemies became a DIY project, since "citizens were responsible for their own safety. Americans adopted a framework for security based on self-defense bolstered by private enterprise, rather than on cooperative democratic efforts to ease international and domestic tensions. "
Alongside Cold War expectations of individualistic preparation and defense against foreign threats, the perception of white masculinity as under attack also shapes the This fantasy of defending white masculinity under attack includes belief that "the whole modern world was damned as unacceptable. " Such a view suggests the desire for the modern world's destruction, which situates paramilitary culture and prepper culture both within contemporary survivalism, an ideology framing contemporary daily life as precarious and hostile. Philip Lamy describes survivalism as "not interested in reforming the system; the collapse is imminent. However, it does offer a plan of action, a kind of 'redemption' or 'salvation, ' in the manner of surviving the great destruction of the current order and the living on to build a new one. " Survivalism is particularly prevalent in rightwing and conservative groups that view white and normatively heterosexual masculinity as under attack by the world at large. Survivalism as a form of millenarian thinking anticipates the collapse of the current world order with aspirations to start anew. As Lamy continues, "survivalism becomes part of salvation, which, in the early months or years of the Apocalypse, means disaster preparation. " To be able to reap the bene ts of the apocalypse, the disintegration of the unacceptable world that has challenged the authority of white masculinity, one must prepare to survive the apocalypse.
A signi cant body of scholarship has examined apocalyptic and catastrophic narratives.
Foster, for example, characterizes the US as an "apocalyptic obsessed culture, " while James Berger identi es "a pervasive post-apocalyptic sensibility in recent American culture. " While analysis of contemporary US culture and its obsession with future destruction ranges in the use of the terms "apocalypse" and "post-apocalypse, " the prevalence of preparatory logics across American culture and the popularity of apocotainment demonstrate a widespread interest in future calamity. For my purposes, apocalyptic thought describes concern with causes of the catastrophic end, ways to preempt it, and moral judgments made upon those who fare through it. In his study of narrative nality, for instance, Frank Kermode argues that apocalypses function to frame history, particularly through revelations, which links conceptions of catastrophe with earlier religious literatures. Consequently, apocalypse, Elizabeth K. Rosen suggests, enacts social critique by identifying responsibility for the end and for evaluating how different subjects will weather, successfully or not, through calamity. Many of the craft movements responding to modern industrialization, such as the Arts and Crafts Movement and US counterculture, for example, were driven by apocalyptic thought in 
In contrast to apocalypse's focus on the nal disaster, I conceptualize post-apocalyptic thought as concerned with the quotidian details of the aftermath, representing a shift toward how the conditions of apocalypse become everyday. Stephen Joyce, for instance, contends that post-apocalypse only becomes legible to a broad audience following World War II, when nuclear destruction becomes widely feared alongside the recognition of the possibility of living in the world destroyed by catastrophe. Berger argues that in spite of the end of the world, "something is left over, and that world after the world, the post-apocalypse, is usually the true object of the apocalyptic writer's concern. " Contemporary prepper culture, for instance, envisions future catastrophe as the imminent corrective that will identify and reward self-reliant individuals t to continue to live in its wake. who will succumb to disaster. Rather than working to preempt the future collectively, one is responsible for preparing oneself for its arrival, to "do it yourself" to avoid apocalyptic punishment.
In addition to imagining global apocalypse, preppers also frame personal-scale events as sites of potential disaster to render survival preparation as a moral and individual responsibility of daily life. Attempting to dispel perceptions that preppers are simply doomsday fanatics, for example, the American Preppers Network declares, "We rmly believe that every American family should strive to become Self-Reliant, enabling them to better weather the day-to-day disasters, catastrophes and hardships that we all Under survivalism, which has framed the world that challenges the dominance of white male supremacy as both unacceptable and on the brink of collapse, US prepper culture 
Educating Prepared Subjects

US apocotainment and the American Preppers Network website represent examples of disaster preparedness pedagogies, what John Preston describes as materials and
practices in uencing how individuals respond to prospective disaster. Disaster preparedness pedagogies come in a range of media-including television broadcasts, magazine articles, and survival guides-outlining conditions of disaster, subjects at risk, and prescriptions for preparation. Additionally, the exercises, scenarios, and drills that participants undergo to practice for potential futures also serve as disaster preparedness pedagogies. Much of the scholarship on contemporary anticipatory action centers on government processes, programs, and efforts that educate residents to respond to crisis in state-sanctioned ways. For Preston, these constitute of cial preparedness pedagogies, which originate from government authorities. In contrast, folk preparedness pedagogies derive from non-state agents who prescribe best practices for emergencies. 
Ruining Time and Space
Disaster preparedness pedagogies enable viewers, participants, and consumers to make the future present by allowing them to construct an unrealized future and act in advance of its arrival. Whether calculating the future through statistical predictions, imagining the future through narrative representations, or performing the future through role-playing exercises, the future can be made present in many ways. The reality television show The show's participants stand in for the rest of the US, and modernity, and suggests that their ability to survive re ects the capacity for modern US subjects who have collectively "forgotten" these skills to survive on their own. prepper culture suggests that contemporary Thailand, Guatemala, and China have ceased in the human project of modernity. As anachronistic geographies, they are also temporally stagnant locales. The nonwhite inhabitants of these non-Western geographies do not receive the same moral recognition as responsibly prepared or prepped individuals in the US, even if they are celebrated for their uency in making and craft, since prepping and its corresponding moral validation require future-thinking and impending apocalypse. For preppers, apocalypse will judge favorably those who have "forgotten" but "relearned" fundamental survival skills in preparation for its arrival while punishing modern subjects who do not. Consequently, the inhabitants of non-Western geographies are not seen as prepping as they are already imagined to be in the midst of immediate survival; they would be unaffected by modernity's collapse having not experienced modernity themselves. Within the white American prepper moral order, non-Western geographies both have no past, as they are seen as the past, and also have no future toward which to 
Conclusion
The sectors of contemporary US maker culture converging with survivalism and doomsday prepping argue that the skills of making and crafting are necessary today for preparing for future apocalypse. Under DIY's moral logics, subjects are individually responsible for acquiring making skills to survive in the present and in the future.
Consequently, the apocalypse as a future demanding self-suf ciency and autonomy frames the acquisition of the skills imagined to be necessary as a moral responsibility now for one's own well-being.
While makers in geographies such as China, Guatemala, and Kenya may see making practices as opportunities to fashion themselves-individually and collectively-in similarity to and in distinction from the US, the convergence of maker discourses with prepper and survivalist discourses in the US frames such geographies, in their nonwhite and non-Western construction, as already ruined to make premodernity and postapocalypse present in them. The broad range of popular preparatory and apocalyptic media that functions as disaster preparedness pedagogies in the US-from Doomsday Preppers to the American Preppers Network website-teaches participants, viewers, and consumers to see time and space through frameworks of potential disasters. Through efforts to make the post-apocalypse present in what are framed as premodern geographies outside the West, these disaster preparedness pedagogies construct the nonwhite geographies of Latin America, Asia, and Africa as anachronistic spaces in modernity that require autonomy and individual responsibility, enabling them to serve as testbeds and resources for preppers and survivalists.
Viewing China, for instance, as both nostalgically premodern and anticipatorily ruined, however, suggests an expectation that China will not be affected by the apocalypse for which makers and preppers are preparing. Apocalypse is constructed only as a test for modern space and time, for white Europe and North America, because non-Western geographies are conceived as premodern environments that are already surviving postapocalyptic conditions. Moreover, as China and other nonwhite and non-Western geographies are imagined to be excluded from the judgments of apocalypse, their inhabitants, too, are excluded from recognition as ideal preparatory and DIY subjects, since they are constructed as incapable of prepping. To take seriously making as a contemporary worldwide phenomenon, we must both attend to its many localized and varied manifestations globally as well as ruin how white US maker culture-as it functions as the ideological center of much of the global imagination of making and increasingly converges with prepper discourses and subsequent racist and xenophobic politicsoperationalizes, commodi es, and excludes such geographies.
Notes
